Gap solitons in Ginzburg-Landau media.
We introduce a model combining basic elements of conservative systems which give rise to gap solitons, i.e., a periodic potential and self-defocusing cubic nonlinearity, and dissipative terms corresponding to the complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) equation of the cubic-quintic type. The model may be realized in optical cavities with a periodic transverse modulation of the refractive index, self-defocusing nonlinearity, linear gain, and saturable absorption. By means of systematic simulations and analytical approximations, we find three species of stable dissipative gap solitons (DGSs), and also dark solitons. They are located in the first finite band gap, very close to the border of the Bloch band separating the finite and the semi-infinite gaps. Two species represent loosely and tightly bound solitons, in cases when the underlying Bloch band is, respectively, relatively broad or very narrow. These two families of stationary solitons are separated by a region of breathers. The loosely bound DGSs are accurately described by means of two approximations, which rely on the product of a carrier Bloch function and a slowly varying envelope, or reduce the model to CGL-Bragg equations. The former approximation also applies to dark solitons. Another method, based on the variational approximation, accurately describes tightly bound solitons. The loosely bound DGSs, as well as dark solitons, are mobile, and their collisions are quasielastic.